Just above the Arctic Circle lays Jokkmokk.
A beautiful destination in Swedish Lapland to spend your vacation. The forest covered in snow,
the glassy lakes, the Midnight Sun during summer and the Northern Lights during winter are
just a few of wonderful opportunities to enjoy during your vacation.

Visiting a reindeer herd
Visit a Sámi family just outside Jokkmokk
Program;
About 15 km south from Jokkmokk you can visit a Sami family and their
reindeer.
The family Länta is the family who own the shop Sápmi Ren & Vilt.
In this shop, you can buy reindeer meat, moose meat and several kinds
of fish. Also, they offer some smoked and dried types of meat.
The reindeer stay in the mountains during late springtime and summer.
During the winter the reindeer are close to their homes again, if the winter is very tough they can be fed and get extra minerals.
When you will join this activity, you will drive about 15km South from
Jokkmokk. You are able to get be very close by the reindeer while your
host feeds them to get them close to you. They can come so close that it
might be possible to caress them. Afterwards you will have coffee in the
Lávvu where you sit by an open fire on reindeer- skins. You can taste
reindeer meat and gáhkku, typical Sámi bread, while the host will tell
you about their lifestyle.
Children till 12 years old get 25% discount.
For an extra fee transfer can be arranged from Jokkmokk centre.
Booking at least one day before. The program will take place if there are
at least 4 participants.

Jokkmokk Arctic Dream – Älvsbo 7 - 96299 Jokkmokk

Facts;
To be booked at least 1 day in advance
Winter season;
15th of Dec. - 15th. of April
Friday to Sunday
Start program; between 09.30 – 13.00
As agreed in advance
Price: 695 SEK per person
Min. 4 persons
Duration program; 1½ hour – 2 hours
Incl.;
Feeding reindeer
Coffee and tastes of reindeer meat and
gáhkku (Sámi bread)
Location;
About 15 km outside Jokkmokk
Not included;
Transportation is not included but can be
arranged for additional fee
Note;
Please make sure you are on time at the
meeting point
Do not forget to wear warm clothes
during winter!

Booking through;
Jokkmokk Arctic Dream / 076-2433646
info@jokkmokkarcticdream.se
Payment;
Cash or card, cash is preferable

Highlights;
Close encounter with reindeer herd
Meet a genuine Sámi family

